
HP is transforming the enterprise security landscape with its 
Security Intelligence and Risk Management (SIRM) Platform. The 
SIRM Platform uniquely leverages advanced threat research with 
the powerful correlation of security events and vulnerabilities. By 
delivering unparalleled visibility across security assets in context of 
business critical processes and applications we help our customers 
manage their risk and maximize their security investments.

Complex attack volumes are exploding
The recent past is littered with names like Aurora, Stuxnet, Zeus, 
APT, WikiLeaks, Anonymous, and many more. Organizations are 
facing growing numbers of increasingly complex threats. The 
Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report indicates over 800 data 
breach case reports in 2010. This is about the same case load as the 
number in the six years prior, with almost 900 data breach cases 
from 2004 to 2009. The total number of records breached in the 
case load alone has reached one billion, with actual losses of over 
$500 Million USD.

The former CEO of Google™, Eric Schmidt stated that we create as 
much information in just two days now as we did from the dawn of 
man through 2003. This unprecedented explosion in data and U.S. 
Secret Service case numbers reflects three interrelated trends: 
the consumerization of Information Technology (IT), an explosion 
in the amount of digital data being created, and the motivation of 
increasingly sophisticated hackers to profit from theft of this data. 

These trends place an enormous burden on IT and security 
administrators to manage, store, and secure this data. 
IT administrators have to deploy and manage increasing numbers 
and types of infrastructure devices, systems, and applications; all 
of which generate enormous amounts of log event data. Security 
analysts have to understand the relationships between these 
events and stay on top of the increasingly complex, multivector 
attacks that hackers are using to steal sensitive data. 

Correlation at the speed of thought
HP ArcSight’s Correlation Optimized Retention and Retrieval 
(CORR) Engine is a breakthrough technology that delivers orders 
of magnitude improvement in log correlation and storage, helping 
security administrators thwart the complex threats they face today.

The HP ArcSight Express SIEM solution uses the CORR-Engine as the 
foundation that helps keep up with the speed needed for today’s threat 
detection, security analysis, and log data management. ArcSight 
Express helps identify the meaning of any given event by placing it 
within context of what, where, when, and why that event occurred and 
its impact on the organization. ArcSight correlation delivers accurate 
and automated prioritization of security risks and compliance violations 
in a business relevant context. Real-time alerts show administrators 
the most critical security events occurring in the environment, along 
with all context necessary to further analyze and mitigate a breach.

ArcSight Express also incorporates a new management console that 
simplifies administrative tasks making the solution easy to deploy, 
maintain, and use (see figures 1 and 2). Using ArcSight Express 
administrators and analysts are able to:

• Detect more incidents 
The new architecture will allow event correlation rates of up to 5x 
the current performance using the same hardware.

• Address more data 
The new architecture will enable storage capacity of up to 10x the 
current capacity for correlated events using the same disk space.

• Operate more efficiently 
The use of a common data store allows both the real-time 
correlation application and the log management application to use 
the same set of data, providing a seamless workflow that includes 
detection, alerting, forensic analysis, and reporting.
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•	Detect more incidents: Allows more precise prioritization of 
correlated events

•	Address more log events: Enables order of magnitude more capacity

•	Operate more efficiently: Frees up security analyst cycles for 
proactive monitoring
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Figure 2. The new HP ArcSight Express management console makes 
administering the system easier

Prescriptive out-of-the-box content
ArcSight Express includes the most commonly used rules, alerts, 
and reports for perimeter and network security monitoring. All are 
pre-built and ready to be used out of the box.* 

Figure 1. HP ArcSight Express provides overall visibility in to your 
security posture

Enterprise level 
• Top bandwidth users

• Configuration changes

• Successful and failed logins

• Password changes

• Top attackers and internal targets

Database
• Database errors and warnings

• Database successful and failed logins

• Database configuration changes

Network Devices
• Network device errors and critical events

• Network device status and “down” notifications

• Bandwidth usage

• Configuration changes by user and change type

• Successful and failed logins

• Top connections

Operating system
• Privileged user administration

• Successful and failed logins

• Configuration changes

Anti-Virus 
• Top infected systems

• All AV errors

• AV signature update stats

• Consolidated virus activity

• AV configuration changes

IPS/IDS
• IPS/IDS alert metrics

• Alert counts

• Top alert sources and destinations

• Top attackers and internal targets

• Access management

• User authentication across hosts

• Authentication success and failures

• User administration configuration changes

VPN Device
• VPN authentication errors

• Connection counts

• Connection durations

• Connections accepted and denied

• Successful and failed logins

• Top connections

• Top bandwidth users

• VPN configuration changes

Firewall
• Denied inbound connections

• Denied outbound connections

• Bandwidth usage

• Successful/failed login activity

* Additional content can be developed by HP ArcSight Professional Services or Certified Partners.
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Compliance reporting for multiple 
regulations
ArcSight Express delivers a set of common compliance monitoring 
controls that can be applied to multiple regulations, including 
Sarbanes-Oxley, PCI DSS, Gramm-Leach-Bliley, FISMA, Basel II, 
and HIPAA.

About HP Enterprise Security
HP is a leading provider of security and compliance solutions for 
the modern enterprise that wants to mitigate risk in their hybrid 
environment and defend against advanced threats. Based on market 
leading products from HP ArcSight, HP Fortify, and HP TippingPoint, 
the HP Security Intelligence Platform uniquely delivers the advanced 
correlation, application protection, and network defenses to protect 
today’s hybrid IT infrastructure from sophisticated cyber threats. 
Find out more at hpenterprisesecurity.com/products/hp-arcsight-
security-intelligence/hp-arcsight-express/.

Model AE7405 AE7410 AE7425 AE7450 AE7465 AE7480

Max devices 750 750 750 750 1500 1500

Peak EPS/Flows 500/50k flows 1,000/50k flows 2,500/50k flows 5,000/50k flows 10,000/50K flows 15,000/50k flows

Max assets 5,000 5,000 10,000 10,000 25,000 25,000

System OS  Red Hat Linux 5 64-bit

Web users Unlimited

CPU 2 x Intel® Xeon® E5620 Quad-Core 2.4 GHz

Interfaces 4 x 10/100/1000

RAM 36 GB

Storage 6 x 600 GB—SAS disks in RAID-10

Chassis 2U

Power 2x 750 W CS Platinum 100-240 VAC

Dimensions 27.3"x 17.6"x 3.4"

HP ArcSight Express appliance specifications

http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com/products/hp-arcsight-security-intelligence/hp-arcsight-express/
http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com/products/hp-arcsight-security-intelligence/hp-arcsight-express/
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